
Mount large screens to 100kg (220lb) 
using ADB-B600H brackets with the 
modular ADB family. Single or multi-

display modular mounts for your needs, 

with attachment to wall (as shown), floor, 

floor-to-ceiling, ceiling, and mobile. Digital 

signage, retail, QSR, entertainment, & more. 

Modular heavy duty brackets

Material

Mounting pattern

Smart display hook

Sets of two

Sturdy steel construction

Width is universal, constrained 
by rail length.

Height is universal to 600. 

Brackets include hooks to 
hang the display prior to 
affixing, for ease of installation

Each ADB-B600H includes:
 - 2 x spacers
 - 2 x brackets 

100kg 
(220lb)

ADB-B600H
HEAVY DUTY BRACKET

Digital Signage Mounting Solutions

10 Year Warranty

Rail spacers

Modular design

Heavy duty brackets

Side spacers reinforce strength 
through the solution, 380mm 
(15”) long

Structure suits floor, ceiling, wall, and 
floor-to-ceiling configurations, plus 
mobile mount on wheels

Universal slots and holes for 
connection and mounting, 
635mm (25”) long



Atdec Uncover™ is where 
our infinite mounting 
possibilities become your 
specific mounting solutions.

Call us to discuss your next project

Modular heavy duty brackets

Floor mounted single large display

Components

2 x ADB-FP bolt feet

2 x ADB-U180-B upright posts

2 x ADB-R125 rails 

4 x ADB-RUJ post-rail joiners

1 x ADB-B600H bracket set

Solution consists of:

Solutions for displays of all kinds.
Atdec modular enables the same elegant & 
ergonomic range to be used to create mounts 
that suit the displays & configurations you 
want. Including command & control consoles.
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Created with modular ADB family 
Solution using ADB-B600H heavy duty 
brackets, with 86” featured display. 

Displays mounted with these heavy duty 
brackets may require two upright posts, 
depending on conditions. Contact Atdec 
support for assistance. 


